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Abstract 

 
During the period of uncertainty and lack of control caused by the COVID-19 epidemic, we investigated 

how consumers test self-awareness online using framed messages with different temporal views. During the 

outbreak of corona virus, companies were providing their online information services for either one long 

session or several short sessions over time. We found an important two-way interaction between temporary 

frames and uncertain levels, such as that users with high levels uncertainty react best when using a distal 

message. The approach from good speaking to high-level management has defined the impact of interactions 

between the interim framework and the levels of uncertainty in the ethical outcomes of experience assets. 

 

Introduction 

 
The corona epidemic has revolutionized advertising, advertising, advertising and media costs, forcing 

businesses and products to rethink their current and future advertising campaigns and marketing campaigns 

to keep revenue steady. While brands currently want to express the right tone in the face of a global health 

crisis, the future reflects market change, increased competition and the need for smart and aggressive 

marketing processes. 

 

These are challenging times in the advertising industry. Over the past few months there has been a 

significant reduction in advertising costs in many parts of the world. The situation is likely to get worse at 

least in the near future, as Statistic predicts that $ 26 billion will be lost in the US due to the COVID-19 

epidemic. While no one can be sure how long the epidemic and its effects will last, there seems to be a 

consensus that recovery may be difficult, and perhaps slower than recovery following the 2008 'Great 

Recession'. 

 

While there are limits to what the industry itself can control, there is a clear need for advertisers and agencies 

to adapt to almost all night shifts. The impact of the epidemic varies widely by industry the medium and the 

main markets offered For example, I recently wrote a spice company that had to shift its focus from 

advertising to catering and catering to local cuisine due to many closed industry businesses closed and in the 

process should change pricing, provide new flavor and package size, transform. distribution channels, and 

shifted focus to almost all of its advertising. The need to adapt quickly to a changing environment is 

important to many in the advertising and marketing business. 

 

Although the International Journal does not cover specific issues regarding the COVID-19 epidemic 

submissions are welcome. Since we are not sure of the duration of the epidemic, authors are especially 

encouraged to focus on the broader outcomes of their findings that may work when things eventually return 
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to normal, no matter what it may look like. Although my aim here is not to present a complete set of study 

areas, I would like to point out a few maps that I believe have special powers for research conducted during 

this epidemic. 

 

One of the most mature areas of research is related to the performance of corporate social responsibility 

complaints. In a recent study conducted by the Berlin Cameron study, a strong majority of young consumers 

believe that retailers could play a positive role during the COVID-19 crisis. As is often the case with 

advertising complaints centered on CSR during the epidemic, research into the effectiveness of different 

types of grievance could be researched using established theoretical frameworks Exploring various aspects 

including company / message equity, advertiser trust, and authenticity are also interesting. it is ripe to read 

during the epidemic. 

 

Changes in media practices and the seller's ability to respond effectively to the promotion of a product or 

service are also impressive. For example, some artists have turned to providing free online concerts and wine 

producers offering visual services. Digital is believed to be less affected than other media outlets as solitary 

confinement is less likely to spend time online, but research what formats and what kind of targeting activity 

you can effectively conduct timely research. 

 

The concept of 'domestic workers,' composed by Jaysen Gillespie of Criteo is also very interesting, with the 

view that during house closures or extended hours of stay at home, social media users can take on additional 

value. Consumers, and especially young consumers, can rely on these influences who often automatically 

understand where they are going in the life of a fan during a disaster. What the facilitator thinks about how 

to dress or eat during violence can be very important. The role of homefluencers and the effectiveness of 

different types of complaints on sites like Instagram and YouTube is worth studying. 

 

Often, during the epidemic, there may be a strong focus on advertising through emotional complaints. 

Therefore, research on the role of emotions in advertising processing and emotional success is worthwhile. It 

may also be the case that artificial intelligence platforms that can be used to organize a series of messages 

based on consumer characteristics and behavior can be explored in a digital context. To assess whether 

consumers' attitudes toward changes in privacy during an epidemic that may require multiple human testing 

and / or immunization may be of interest in an area where data security concerns were raised prior to the 

epidemic, as reflected in the EU General Data Protection Act and the California Consumer Privacy Act. 

 

Another area to consider is how electronic word-or-mouth is affected. Chu and Kim in a recent review 

review noted that eWOM has been growing and consumers are increasingly providing, seeking, and sharing 

product information online. Research focused on virality as well as the drivers and level of impact on 

product images and sales during the epidemic can provide exciting results. Submissions on the above topics 

and other relevant studies on the impact of COVID-19 on advertisers are welcome. 

 

In the event of a cultural phenomenon defining it as the COVID-19 epidemic, it is important that products be 

prudent, use rational marketing and be compassionate to consumer distress. Brands have to admit the 

problem while continuing to show good prices that will keep buyers coming back for more. This can be done 

by streamlining marketing campaigns and content times, exploring the language and images used in 

advertisements and marketing materials and raising awareness of growing consumer concerns at this time. 

Products should also check before releasing new slogans, logos or other intellectual property to comply with 

the appropriate control framework. 
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Symptoms of disease, such as news of the death rate, increase people’s perceived risk and encourage them to 

seek safety and reduce uncertainty. Because such motives can completely change a person's preferences and 

preferences the COVID-19 epidemic offers a unique opportunity to learn the role of threat in consumer 

analytics of advertising messages. Significantly, there has been a growing interest in authenticity in times of 

violence, as many types of products express authenticity in their advertising. It is suggested that authenticity 

will be important to companies during and after the COVID-19 crisis because issues of authenticity and 

integrity may be an important factor in product personality in the future. However, knowledge of the impact 

of COVID-19 on this area is still limited as researchers have recently begun to investigate it seeking more 

attention to its authenticity and its effectiveness in advertising in the epidemic period. 

 

Authenticity is an important element of advertising, and it governs many marketing processes. Although no 

common definition is accepted, authenticity consistently includes “true, authentic, and / or true” in the 

literature. Studies show that authenticity is likely to reduce the perceived risk and uncertainty and meet the 

human psychological security need. Therefore, threatening situations such as COVID-19 may encourage 

consumers to choose products with authentic advertising messages. 

Studies show that people react differently to threatening environments based on their childhood experiences, 

which are often reflected in the socioeconomic status of children. The tendency to develop behaviors in 

childhood may continue to develop into adulthood, especially under stressful circumstances. Therefore, 

when confronted with traumatic events, such as COVID-19, adolescent experiences and behavioral patterns 

may occur. Compared to those with a lower childhood and socioeconomic status, people with a higher 

childhood socio-economic status tend to have more thoughtful control and a desire to use flexible strategies 

in response to threat or pressure. Considering the different responses to the alarming indicators depending on 

the experience of early life, we suggest that the socio-economic status of children will dominate the 

perceived relationship between the threat of COVID-19 and the testing of products developed with realistic 

complaints. 

 

Five studies examine our predictions. Lesson 1 provides the first evidence from the second data from Google 

Trends. Lesson 2 provides experimental evidence for a major impact of the COVID-19 threat on consumer 

analysis of a valid product complaint. Lesson 3 also shows that consumers' motive for reducing their 

insecurities is the basis for their positive evaluation of a product with authentic advertising messages. Using 

different groups of people, Studies 4 and 5 show that people with high socio-economic status of children are 

more likely to like products with genuine complaints under the threat of COVID-19. 

 

Consumers are increasingly looking for authenticity, which has become one of the most important aspects of 

modern marketing. Research has shown that authenticity reflects product quality and level of trust, improves 

message acceptance, and enhances perceived quality and purchase objectives. The evidence gathered also 

suggests that authenticity creates positive consumer responses found that authentic Korean cosmetics 

enhance consumer perceptions about quality and lead to higher purchasing intentions. These findings 

corroborate del Barrio-García and Prados-Peña's research on cultural attractions and Wang and Mattila's 

research on service areas: A high level of perceived loyalty has a positive impact on sponsorship goals. 

Buendgens-Kosten also suggested that consumers have an innate desire to find authentic products based on 

the “realism” of the products and the “authenticity of the origin.” Therefore, consumers are not only aware 

of authentic products and services but also actively seek them when exploring their alternatives.  

 

Acknowledging advertising as an effective means of communicating the authenticity of a product or product, 

another study series explored how authenticity is transmitted in advertisements. Stern suggests that placing 

products in a way that is related to real art, based on tradition, and having a practical relationship with the 

environment can produce authenticity. Botterill further states that in order for authenticity to be conveyed 
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effectively, basic messages of “truth” and “object” must be conveyed. As authentic products produce 

positive consumer responses, authentic complaints have also been shown to improve consumer product 

loyalty and increase sales. O'Neill et al. have shown that consumers tend to remain loyal to products they see 

as genuine and willing to pay premiums. 

 

When, then, will consumers buy authentic products or be strongly influenced by genuine advertising 

complaints? Existing literature recognizes that both internal and external factors can influence a consumer's 

preferences in terms of authenticity. For example, when faced with uncertainty or threats, consumers often 

opt for authentic options. Adams first expressed this idea in his research, which introduced the relationship 

between human life and authenticity. It was explained that when people feel insecure or uncertain, they want 

a real life. Gillath et al. also pointed out that the need for human psychological security promotes 

authenticity. Recent research has identified large selections of accuracy when consumers face uncertainty or 

risk. For example, consumers often choose standard products when faced with stressful situations because 

familiarity is associated with safety and security. Similarly, Liang et al. have shown that authenticity reduces 

the perceived risks to consumers. 

 

The COVID-19 epidemic has undoubtedly threatened the ontological safety of consumers and created 

negative, heart-wrenching attitudes, and behavior. To meet such a threat, consumers use flexible strategies 

aimed at reducing risk and uncertainty. For example, Huang and Sengupta found that infectious disease 

symptoms increase consumer choice of rare product options because they are associated with a smaller 

population and thus reduce the risk of infection. Galoni et al. also showed that the emotional threat of this 

epidemic promotes consumer choice of standard products that help regain a sense of control. Similarly, 

Pena-Marin et al. found that after COVID-19, financial investors showed a greater choice of stocks with 

higher value which they found to be stable. Collectively, previous work suggests that consumers are likely to 

reduce uncertainty and risk under the threat of an epidemic. Because authenticity is associated with lower 

uncertainty, we predict that consumers will evaluate products with authentic messages better when exposed 

to major threats from epidemics such as COVID- 19. 

 

 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

 
This is particularly important as, due to COVID-19 advertising costs, it is expected to decrease by 2020 as 

stores close and revenue will decline. For example one online rental home booking company has announced 

that it will suspend all marketing activities by 2020 to save hundreds of millions of dollars. Some businesses 

also focus on their use of performance-based advertising and causal-related marketing in order to better 

satisfy consumers and increase media use while working from home. For example, 45 percent of global 

consumers spend most of their time broadcasting online videos on social media by 26 percent, online game 

traffic has grown exponentially in social media servers and the number of consumers using online food 

delivery and value-added services has increased dramatically.  
Many sales departments will face the challenge of thinking of smart and innovative marketing strategies and 

processes that will roam the business at this new level. In brands, this means tackling market changes due to 

economic outcomes in all sectors of the industry facing increasing consumer competition and “normal” 

public considerations of the sustainability of evaluating operational options and the challenges posed by 

strategizing in an uncertain environment analyzing product. and targeted  
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